Walks
All walks except 2 can be shortened or halfed using buses. All walks can also be walked inverse, but the
indicated direction is better. Distances and altitudes see map, 1:25000
4cm=1square=1km
Manantiales-Llanos de la Pez 1
Go Avenida Tinamar (aborigine name for San Mateo) up to Street Palma, this till its end at the main road (to
Telde). Here starts the walk signed by blue fletches and points. Walking upwards cross the main road 2 times,
then , at 4 Caminos (Houses and school in ocre) follow it right-hand 100m under trees till next bifurcation,
there straight on to Asomada . Passing a shop after 100m go left hand a small street built with concrete. In the
turn go straight on upwards the path, which after 200m will join in a turn of the street to Camaretas. Following
it 300m, after un turn leave it left-hand by an well paved path. After 1, 2 km it will run into an unpaved street
which is to follow till an bifurcation with another one. There go the path crossing it. This path ends at an white
concrete post at an unpaved street, which is to follow straight on to the pink Casas Ingleses (the Las Palmas
Water Works had been founded by British Merchants ). Before reaching it go an concrete-built street righthand at an waste-container upwards to its end. At the last house right- hand starts a path, which goes at the
rearside of the house upwards (right- hand). At the highest field it turns strongly left-hand, crossing genista
areas. Later it goes in the bottom of an barranco upwards for 200m, then it passes other genista area
horizontally. Out of the forest, it passes cactus and you have fine views. At a pine it turns left, slowly
descending between fields, meadows, apple-trees and walnuts. Entering the forest it ends at an unpaved street,
which ends at an reservoir. Follow the path straight on, passing an source, it goes passed 2 small bottoms
upwards to the ginesta area. Going upwards, passing an clear with an house without roof it reaches aqueduct
out of use. Follow it till its start, where you can see the street at the slope in front of zou. To reach it, cross the
ginesta descending first an later upwards. Follow these unpaved streets-which soon unite an other -straight on
upwards. 1, 5 km later you reach the crossing of some roads, which is to cross to go an private street in front of
you. It brings you beside an apple-tree plantation to the hunters Monument (left are the breeding installations
for partridges). Here starts an paved walk descending, follow it straight on. Later it descends in zigzag in an
ginesta area to the road (going the road straight on, you will reach the bus stop Cruz de Tejeda within 35 min).
Follow the road right- hand upwards till left-hand, at an drinking through, leave it going downwards the
unpaved street straight on. It ends at the entry to an pumping house. Pass it and the following apple-tree area,
you reach by an footpath some willows and an old stable. Going through ginestra areas downwards you come to
an well. The path passes beside the fence of an apple tree plantation, later besides an small wall downwards. At
some pines it reaches un unpaved street, you follow it right- hand, later straight on downwards. So you arrive at
the road to Cueva Grande; you cross it going downwards the abridgement to San Mateo. It crosses again and
again the main road end ends behind the restaurant "Raiz de Verol" in the Retiro quarter of San Mateo.

